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Greeting to all of our Satanic Warriors and Comrades in Satan!
Before the enemy completely goes down, and because the enemy is a conspiracy
[which has been revealed beyond repair] it's to be expected the enemy will go full
straight forward in the next years where it comes to their agenda. There will be
use of force more often from now on.
Progressively, as it has been stated, masks have been dropping worldwide. This is
almost as if becoming unstoppable. What has changed between let's say the 80's
and today is that now, everything the enemy does, gets far more attention, and
billions of people are aware of them. However, there hasn't been any direct
reactions yet because people still think they have more to gain by not acting.
This situation will change in the years to come. Many people worldwide will see
that sitting back and doing nothing only exponentially increases our problems
with the enemy. The enemy will rally people with violence, and with oppression,
and with excessive strangulation of freedoms, rights, cause a death of privacy,
and many other things. Eventually, people will start cracking under this pressure.
The enemy is not only arrogant, but they are also cornered. With the amount of
people worldwide being aware of them and their agenda, the only thing that has
kept them together is their spiritual power which is gradually collapsing, and their
disinformation capacity, and ability to co-ordinate in a hidden and conspiracy like
manner. This has been going off the window with the internet. Lastly, their
physical capacities, which they have parasitism from human beings from
centuries, or seized them by force. But all the forts of the world are for nothing if
the kings in them do not have the loyalty of the people.
And the jews have lost all the care and trust of all people worldwide. That has no
going back to it. Only forward.
When this thing happens, the Slaves of Israel, will essentially do what is expected:
Become more and more oppressive, more and more aggressive, and more brutal

towards the people of the world. And this is what will cause the great reactions.
To understand the nature of the enemy, the enemy never wages wars in a "Solar"
manner, unless absolutely forced to do so. They are all about deception,
brainwashing, using other people to do their nasty work, and hiding behind
others, using their own enemies to do their own cleaning, and so forth. But they
are no different now than a skinny short bully at school, which parades with the
dumb goy he has enslaved, and everyone at school knows that the real
perpetrator is not the person that does the beating, but the skinny hairless rat
behind him.
So what has happened now is that this bullying rat is left with less and less
choices, and every move risks further exposure of them? What happens when
everyone in the school corners the bully? You can make sure that the bully will be
armed and ready, as the time for weaseling and deception is over. But the thing
is, the only place where jewish bullies have had power, was in covert, secret
warfare based on deception and blinding their opponents. Direct confrontations is
where they are exceptionally weak.
Every plot now is thrown into the light in the matter of a few seconds with the
internet. An attempt to modulate the internet with excessive disinformation and
use of Quantum Computing, will be done in the short-term as an attempt to
regulate the internet. But by then it will already be too late. Think of this as the
Youtube Purge but on a more "General Internet" scale. Bots are already infesting
comment sections, same as living internet military that the enemy owns, and
disinformation agencies. The fact is, that people are also now more capable to
understand this as it is, and this ability will become more pronounced in the
future.
Before that, the enemy has controlled of the public press, information flow, and
therefore, every information that circulated the planet. As such there could never
be an opening of information about their conspiracy. Things like the internet
belong to humanity at large, and this is something the enemy hates. This form of
power distribution makes it impossible for them to rule this landscape named
Internet.

Those who think that the enemy, which is an International Element, can be dealt
by one people, or one race, or one Nation, are in error and harbor strong
delusions. There was one time where this MAY have brought SOME results, but
now this will bring none. The enemy has had many enemies from many races for
thousands of years, but while one of them was against them, another housed
them in - they made sure to always be friends with the enemy of their enemy, and
this has saved them.
In order to turn Gentiles against one another, the cases were numerous - teasing
them with looting, murder and war, or creating circumstances where Nations
fought so that the enemy would escape to another, while taking down their first
enemy. They had a problem with Germany, they went to hide in and agitate
Britain and the United States. As now they are having issues with the United
States, they are agitating China, and many of them are leaving in Israel, which is
their new den.
This cycle has been ongoing for centuries, and actors constantly change here. The
fact remains that due to this behavior, and lack of communication between
countries and races of mankind, the enemy was always capable of escape, to
fortify again, and to come back harder and harder. Last century the whole world
was plummeted into nothingness and we were saved by an inch.
The enemy may be talking about "Globalization", but their version does only
imply that Israel and them will be ruling over everyone else and destroy them in a
worldwide slave state. This has nothing to do with building any understanding
between the people of the world, but is rather a policy focused on brutal race
mixing, assimilation of all culture, and the giving in of anything humanity created.
The Reptilian Borg only "Globalizes" as to more easily digest and assimilate the
planet it requires to ingest into it's poisonous mouth.
Our side on the other hand sees the value of co-operation. The differences people
harbor are acceptable and they can remain, but we have to deal with these aliens
before it is too late. Assimilation is not required for any of this, it is the enemy.
Global awareness however is crucial.
Recently I was reading the work of a yet another Rabbi, originally published to his

inner circle in 2013 and "Cohencidentally" made it to the public like a few months
earlier.
Being that he is in his 70's, and doing too much "hold your breath until you almost
die" strange Kabbalah practices to loot goyim and to curse goyim, he has been
going mentally insane. However, he has went open with how his race is reptilian
[We know this already, many others have admitted it] and added a lot of lies into
the mix, to deceive readers. Reading a lot of this is just as if surveying a sewer,
and the reasons here are because these are ugly things.
According to this Rabbi, Jews are "Reptilian Souls" that "Fell" on this vibrational
field that we call earth. He added how it's "time" to actually go open with this and
stop hiding it. In it was included on how past human civilizations have been
destroyed or attempted to be destroyed through the use of the living agent that is
defined on this planet as "Jews".
As with any inferior and parasitic race such as themselves, their idea of
themselves is extremely exaggerated and inflated, and way beyond the highest
scales of psychopathy. The case of psychopathy can be observed in videos such as
this, where the Reptilian Master Race displays their Greatness:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha7smLPz2GY
Going back to the Holier Than Thou Reptilian Rabbi [this above may actually be his
cousin or something, since they are all interbred also], he also highlighted how
the reptilians [using a verse from the bible] are destructive according to human
standard, ie, that they will brutally annihilate, poison, and destroy humanity as
they see fit, just because they can, and because we aren't follow THEIR version of
how "we should be". For example in their mind it's a sin that humanity doesn't
want to become assimilated, go figure. The enemy follows no consensus of justice
in anyway, shape or form. They just either assimilate or destroy. This in plain slang
is called war.
In the same text, the Rabbi was complaining that the "Natural Souls of Nahash"
[The Serpent, Satan] are reacting to this and opposing this by spiritual means, and
included also, that it is *US* who are the actual inheritors of the Ea-rth, and not

them. Which is something well known. They just came here to displace us and
essentially steal our planet, that is all.
Consider the Jews nothing else but a parasite or a virus, engineered specifically to
just keep earth back, and to grow so strong within the midst of the people of the
earth, that their removal would be impossible [which it definitely IS POSSIBLE]
and come at major ramifications. The DNA of the parasite is supposed to become
the DNA of the host, and take over all cells until the body of humanity is a corpse.
Naturally, the cells that are in the defense, will wake up from slumber and react.
Naturally, the body every so often has tremors, raises fevers, and occasional
outbursts against the invader of it's structure. Jews call this "Anti-Semitism", but
they know it's all a trick that they use. The Rabbi there explained that the case for
this is because the "Eartheners" are "Resisting" the reptilian agenda. Imagine that
people still lack understanding and they are highly blinded, but this comes
straight from our unconscious. The Rabbi went further to explain on how this is
the case because "Gentiles" are "Natural Souls", while the Jews come from a
reptilian dimension that holds the label of "JHVH".
The human body is having tremors trying to move out of itself this very nasty
virus. The virus knows, but as viruses cloak themselves with a cell membrane to
fool the immune system, so have the jews pretended they were "Like us but only
a little different" for all this time. This cell membrane has only given in now, and
they know that soon, the white cells of the human body will be after them.
As we don't cite this garbage, this garbage doesn't cite us, but they are aware,
everyone knows: This is War. This is also why there has been increased psychic
noise as of late, but that is all for naught so long the RTR's are continued. Also, the
enemy has many traitors and others who are scared, who essentially see what is
coming and have been asking for "Repentance" of the jewish people, and to let go
of the Gentiles, or fake a truce, or ask for forgiveness and fold out from our
affairs. But they are around 3000 years to late for this "Correction" to come from
them. Humanity has had enough.
As they know they have been exposed for being aliens, invaders, and the cause of
destruction of mankind, and the sole reason humanity has went down the drain,

their last hopes are now these:
1. To pervert the knowledge about them - Which will fail because of the Internet,
they are too late for that now. An example here is that they will accept all of that,
as they are found guilty, but try to lie about the details, hoping that humanity will
not destroy them.
Its time past that humanity can be bullshitted anymore that the jews are going to
change, or the jews can hide their reptilian origins and web of influence.
2. To fight a war of annihilation against mankind - This is the route they will be
following. This is what will cause their self-fulfilling prophecy of all of humanity
turning against them and punishing them to the full level that is deserved.
If you pay attention, the time for games is over. Now it's increasingly becoming
either us or the enemy. It takes not much to understand, that the enemy is now
doing a full "All In" to try to make a last gamble for mankind. As is the case in the
United States, look at the Jew Bernie Sanders and his obvious Communist agenda.
They are really going to attempt to put a Communist into office, inside the Nation
that took down the USSR. If not in 2020, then this is planned for immediately
after. Given that they are really pressed spiritually, they may simply be too late,
but this doesn't mean that they will not try.
People have been noticing some strange events that have happened on the earth,
out of the blue, in the start of 2020. Due the spiritual warfare going on, the
enemy is reacting, and as their rulership goes down, so do such events emerge as
a form of energetic disturbance. This also has to do with the energetic fabric of
the earth. Think of removing ticks and how this leaves behind a big scab. Worse
may be the case, that some of these scabs are infected. However, none of that is
threatening to a greater extent than removing the giant ticks themselves. We
must stay focused on removing the ticks.
Do not forget to do the Final RTR constantly and unceasingly as we all should. The
aim of everyone should be to do this at least twice per day. This will make you
immune to their nasty hebrew curses, and also push everything on the place
where it needs to be so that this world is absolved.

The Final RTR
https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html
HAIL SATAN!!!
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